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Broadcast Announcing Worktext, Third Edition: A Media Performance Guide (Book & CD Rom)Focal Press, 2009
This book provides the aspiring broadcast performer with the skills, techniques, and procedures necessary to enter this highly competitive field. In addition to the principles of good performance, this text addresses the importance of audience and how to change message to communicate effectively to various groups. Television and radio studio...
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David Busch's Canon Powershot G10/G11: Guide to Digital PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	You don’t want good pictures from your new Canon PowerShot G10/G11—you demand outstanding photos. After all, the PowerShot G10 and G11 are the most pocketsized digital cameras that Canon has ever introduced. They boast 10 and 14 megapixels of resolution, blazing fast automatic focus, and a dozen and a half Special Scene modes that...
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Mac OS X for Photographers: Optimized image workflow for the Mac user (Digital Workflow)Focal Press, 2008
If you're a photographer using a Mac  and why wouldn't you be?  then you need this guide to optimizing OS X for your photography workflow.

Macs are still the hardware of choice for the cream of digital imaging experts  over two million registered Mac users of Adobe Photoshop can't be wrong. Let the expert advice of Rod Wynne-Powell help...
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Getting Started with Digital Imaging, Second Edition: Tips, tools and techniques for photographersFocal Press, 2006
Whether you are using a digital compact or dSLR camera to shoot, or a Mac or PC to manipulate your images, Joe Farace explains what products are out thereand how to use them to get the best shots.

While most books offer photographers tips and tricks for working with the latest software package, this book offers a new approach to working...
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The Adobe Photoshop CS4 Layers Book: Harnessing Photoshop's most powerful toolFocal Press, 2009
Master Photoshop CS4 with this visual, hands-on guide to using Layers, under the expert guidance of digital imaging specialist Richard Lynch. Layers, Photoshop's most powerful feature, is the core of a nondestructive image-editing work flow.

Step-by-step instructions and practical examples illustrate how to .

* Polish: correct...
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Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers: A Professional Image Editor's Guide to the Creative use of Photoshop for the Macintosh and PCFocal Press, 2008
Martin Evening's Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become classic reference sources for photographers at all skill levels. Whether you are an accomplished user or just starting out, the Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers book contains a wealth of practical advice, hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results. ...
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The Concise Focal Encyclopedia of Photography: From the First Photo on Paper to the Digital RevolutionFocal Press, 2007

	Th e first edition of Th e Focal Encyclopedia of Photography was published in 1956 at a time when innovations in silver halide technology, photographic tools, and practices were growing exponentially. Reading the Introduction to the First Edition published by Hungarian author Andor Kraszna-Krausz, the fi rst chairman of the editorial board,...
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Management and the Arts, Fourth EditionFocal Press, 2008

	Management and the Arts, Fourth Edition provides you with theory and practical applications from all management perspectives including planning, marketing, finance, economics, organizational, staffing, and group dynamics ALL related to an arts organization. Whether you are a manager in a theatre, museum, dance company, or opera, you will gain...
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Encyclopedia Of Human Computer InteractionIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Human computer interaction (HCI) evolved as a recognized discipline that attracts innovation and creativity. For the last 25 years, it inspired new solutions, especially for the benefit of the user as a human being, making the user the focal point that technology should serve rather than the other way around. The advent of the Internet, combined...
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Focus On Apple Aperture: Focus on the Fundamentals (Focus On Series)Focal Press, 2011

	Are you into photography not photomanipulation?


	Frustrated that you are spending too much time in front of the screen and not enough behind the lens?


	Feel like you are not getting the most out of the powerful processing functions of Apple Aperture? 

	

	This straightforward, inspiring guide is aimed at...
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Adobe Photoshop 7.0 for Photographers, First EditionFocal Press, 2002

	Martin Evening's award-winning Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become must-have reference sources - the only Photoshop books written to deal directly with the needs of photographers. This book contains a wealth of invaluable practical advice, with even more hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results....
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Hands-On Guide to Streaming Media, Second Edition : an Introduction to Delivering On-Demand MediaFocal Press, 2006
Hands-On Guide to Streaming Media Basics introduces you to the technology of “streaming,” the process of sending audio and video over computer networks in real time. You will learn all you need to know to put music from your garage band, a recording of your child’s first words, and video of your CEO’s annual pep talk on the...
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